Don and Jill camp with Mom and Dad. They think it will be fun.

Will it?

Don, Jill, Mom and Dad go in the van.

At the camp, they set up a tent for Mom and Dad. And they set up a tent for Don and Jill.
Mom and Dad’s tent is big. It can fit Mom and Dad plus one. The kids’ tent is not as big. It can fit just Don and Jill. They can gab as Mom and Dad rest, and Mom and Dad will not be mad.

A not-so-big tent is grand.
A Rip and a Sag

As Don and Jill set up the tent, one of the pegs rips the tent. It is not a bad rip, but rips are not fun if you get wet!

Don and Jill set up cots in the tent. Then they sit and gab a bit. Don looks up. The tent sags.
He yells, “Mom! Can you help us fix this sag in the tent?”

Mom comes and looks.

“I see the sag,” she says. “But it is not bad. You do not have to fix it.”

But Don and Jill think, “A rip and a sag! What next?”